Supporting
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A message from our MD
I am very proud to present our
Company’s Sustainability Report for
2017/18.

for innovation, environment and fleet
are also a testament of our drive to
deliver on our commitments.

This year, for the first time, we
have reported our sustainability
performance in line with the
globally recognised UN Sustainable
Development Goals. Our six priority
goals have been selected due to their
importance to our stakeholders, our
business and our ability to influence.
This enables us to focus our efforts
on the sustainability challenges that
matter and where we can make the
most significant contributions.

Over the forthcoming year, we will
continue to support our priority
goals and following the acquisition
of Freedom by NG Bailey, we will
work together to further integrate
our approach to be a responsible and
sustainable business.

Through the many projects and
services we undertake and the
innovative solutions we pioneer, we
help to build resilient and sustainable
infrastructure, create new power
connections and improve reliability of
the power network.

By delivering on our goals and
commitments to achieving zero
harm, reducing carbon footprint and
providing equal opportunities to all
employees, we will ensure that
NG Bailey and Freedom contribute
to society and the environment.

Supporting global goals
In 2015, 193 world leaders at a
United Nations summit agreed
to support 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). If these
goals are achieved, it would mean an
end to extreme poverty, inequality
and climate change by 2030. These
goals can only be achieved with the
support of governments, businesses
and individuals.

We value your feedback on
our reporting and performance
and welcome any comments at
sustainability@freedom-group.co.uk

I am pleased to report that in
many instances we have exceeded
the ambitious targets we have
set ourselves. For example, our
behavioural change programme has
now been rolled out to our employees
and franchises and continues to
support positive attitudes towards
safety. Numerous external awards

Peter Jones

Managing Director
Infrastructure and IT Services

colin.curtis@tbl-services.com
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Our priority goals
‘Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialisation and foster innovation.’
Our principle activities include the design, installation, maintenance
and management of electrical infrastructures. This is our highest priority
goal and the one we are most able to contribute towards.

‘Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth,
full and productive employment and decent work for all.’
Work on electricity distribution networks can be dangerous. We believe
in the importance of a decent working environment that protects the
health and safety of our operatives.

‘Reduce inequality within and among countries.’
As an industry traditionally dominated by men, we recognise the
opportunity to attract more women into our business. We are
committed to diversity and provide equal opportunities to all employees
irrespective of gender, age, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion,
economic or other status.

‘Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.’
The UK’s electricity network is affected by extreme weather events that cause
disruption to the electricity supply. Damaged power lines also pose a risk to
public safety. In response to these events, and the associated damage and
risks, we help our clients to develop and implement mitigation measures.
We are also committed to reducing our own carbon footprint.

‘Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification,
halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss.’
Our work in rural environments allows us to reduce the degradation of
natural habitats and protect flora and fauna.

‘Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalise the
global partnership for sustainable development.’
Our partnerships with other organisations allows us to maximise our
sustainability efforts and reduce the impact of our industry.

How we identified our priority goals

We conducted a materiality assessment to identify which of the Sustainable Development
Goals and their associated targets are a priority for our business. We examined the importance
of each goal to our stakeholders, the significance of each goal to our business and assessed our
ability to contribute to each goal. This focuses our efforts and allows us to report our progress
effectively.
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We design, install, maintain and manage electrical infrastructure networks and provide civil
design and ground maintenance services in the UK and Europe. It is our responsibility to
provide high-quality electrical infrastructures that are reliable and sustainable. We connect
and maintain renewable projects and offer innovative design solutions that deliver costsavings for new connections to the electricity network. We build resilient flood defences
around key substations and provide emergency repair services to reduce disruption caused
by faults or severe weather, keeping the public safe.

Wind turbines

We service 31 of EDF Energy Renewable’s wind farms in the North including
routine inspections and maintenance of the high voltage networks for each
site and 24-hour call-out cover. We respond to outages which includes work
within the turbines that require our engineers to climb the nacelle. We mobilise
engineers within four hours to address faults and minimise lost electrical
generation. Further sites have been added to the contract, reflecting our strong
relationship with EDF. We have also delivered a number of remedial projects to
ensure the farms are fully operational.
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of the UK’s international airport’s high-voltage
networks are maintained by Freedom

15%
of the UK’s renewable energy comes from wind

Key facts about the
business in 2017

farms maintained by Freedom

• 120,000 substations maintained
• £21m construction/FM schemes delivered
• 158,000 work instructions carried out
• 800+ private networks serviced
• 8 primary substations flood-defenced

124,000+
ground maintenance
visits carried out

• 1,500 hectares of land maintained

1,000+
poles replaced

• 56km of high-voltage power cable installed
• We changed 9,000 electricity supply points in properties
• We provide a 24-hour, 365-day emergency response service
• We pay all our employees above the National Living Wage

POC-MAST

Our designers developed a new solution, ‘POC-MAST’. POC-MAST makes connecting a new development
to the electricity distribution network simpler and more cost-effective, assisting developers to achieve
a viable point of connection for their schemes. In 2015, Freedom used POC-MAST to connect a solar
farm project to a 33kV lattice steel tower on UKPN’s network at St. Osyths in East Anglia. We are also
working with SSEN (Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks) to gain approval for POC-MAST at 132kV.
Increasing the viability of renewable projects, it will provide significant benefits to the industry.
The facts below are based on a 132kV loop-in loop-out connection to an overhead line (OHL).

60%

fewer hours required for
installation versus traditional
solutions

62 tonnes

£500k

of concrete saved versus a
traditional project – as no
concrete is required.

typical cost saving using POC-Mast
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We are committed to contributing to this goal through the promotion of a safe and secure
working environment, the provision of youth employment through apprenticeship schemes
and by encouraging new enterprise and entrepreneurship through the support of our
franchisees.

Apprenticeships and training

We develop apprentices by offering practical experience that supports their
training.

14

apprentices in 2018

3,000+

Behavioural change

In 2017/18 there have been ongoing improvements in our safety performance.

training courses provided to employees a 61% increase from 2016/17

Our behaviour change programme, TLC (Take a moment, Lead
by example, Challenge don’t walk by) helps foster a safe and
secure working environment by changing unsafe habits to
reduce occupational injuries.

0.03

accident frequency rate
(AFR) against our target
of 0.05

0.06

lost time injury frequency
rate (LTIFR) against our
target of 0.15

TLC was developed in partnership with the safety performance
improvement and culture development specialists, Setters.
The programme encourages all employees to behave safely
and take appropriate action to protect themselves and those
around them. The critical path in almost all accidents is the
choices people make. The programme demonstrates how
attitudes and beliefs affect behaviour, stemming from our
conscious and subconscious choices. By discussing this with
our teams, TLC changes unsafe habits and engages with frontline operatives to create positive attitudes towards safety. It
also equips managers and supervisors with coaching tools.

50%

721

reduction in utility strikes since 2014-15.

personnel, including franchisees attended the
programme delivered at over 30 events

Franchisees

Our network of franchises encourages new enterprise and entrepreneurship.
Employing a further 250 individuals, our 140 franchises contribute to job
creation and the growth of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises.
We support franchisees from the set-up stage through to bidding and pricing for
work, and we also provide training and operational backing.
We provide assistance through our accountancy and insurance providers, and by
monitoring the franchisee’s work and cash flow to ensure longevity and viability.
We may be able to alleviate potential cash flow issues when a significant material
outlay is required or for work abroad. Our franchisees benefit from procurement
deals negotiated by Freedom including insurance, vehicle and tool suppliers. This
reduces their overheads allowing them to be more competitive.
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99.8%

of attendees
passed third-party
assessments

94%

of attendees
considered the
learning valuable

Our commitment to this goal is to create a diverse workplace. We provide equal opportunities
to all employees irrespective of gender, age, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion, economic
or other status. We continue to enhance our recruitment and selection methods to attract a
wide and varied talent pool to fill our vacancies.

Gender diversity

Freedom has 600 employees and 400 franchisees and subcontractors –
21% of our staff are female, compared to the industry average of 22%.
(source: Office for National Statistics Feb 2018 submission)

Gender pay gap
In April 2018 we published our Gender Pay Gap Report, which can be
found on the Freedom website. The report identifies that females make
up a smaller segment of our total workforce and that more men hold
senior management positions. Our average gender pay gap is 28% (the
difference between mean pay for males and females). The median gap is
27.8%. Almost 17% of male employees receive a bonus, compared to 5%
of female employees.
Being committed to creating a diverse workplace providing equal
opportunities to all our employees irrespective of their gender, Freedom
will endeavour over the next three years to:
• Monitor pay, bonus and career progression amongst staff irrespective
of gender

We recognise that we must challenge tradition and attract more
women into what are currently male dominated roles. This will
involve the refinement of attraction and selection methods, as well
as our employee engagement initiatives such as flexible working,
career pathways and training programmes.

Ex-military
Freedom is signed up to the Armed Forces Covenant. This is a pledge
to acknowledge that those who serve or have served in the armed
forces, should be treated fairly. In recognition of its commitment as
a forces-friendly employer, Freedom Group has already achieved a
bronze award. We support the employment of veterans (young and
old), facilitate training and help them develop new career paths.

• Continue development of a single pay and grading structure for all
employees using market-benchmarked rates for all roles. This will allow
pay to be reviewed fairly for all employees
• Continue to enhance our recruitment and selection methods to attract
a wide and varied talent pool for vacancies
• Nurture our employer brand advocating our fair and ethical approaches
• Maintain a supportive learning environment to maximise the full 		
potential of our staff through skills and experience and

Over 5%

of our current employees are ex-military working
in various roles from on-site operatives, project
managers to senior directors.

• Provide assurance that this action plan is committed to and will 		
be regularly reviewed by senior management to ensure its effective
implementation.

Freedom Operations Manager, Darren Williams, served with the British Army (Royal Engineers) finishing as a
Warrant Officer. Darren joined Freedom in May 2013 as a project manager and within a year was promoted to
Operations Manager. Darren has completed the NPG (Northern Power Grid) Access Course, PASMA (Prefabricated
Access Suppliers’ and Manufacturers’ Association) and NEBOSH (Construction) courses. He is due to complete an
MBA shortly.
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We contribute to this goal by examining the impacts and risks climate change poses to our
industry, and through the development of mitigation measures. For example, our in-house
design team considers aspects such as wind, ice and snow loads as well as the capacity of
rainwater drainage during the design stage.
We help Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) improve the resilience of the power network
by building flood defences around key substations and by restoring supplies following damage
to the network’s power lines. Wind faults tend to occur most frequently, followed by lightning
faults. Flooding can also cause major faults on the power network which leads to power
disruption. When this happens our teams work tirelessly to help restore power. Last year we
constructed eight flood defence schemes using walls or elevation on a steel structure to protect
against flooding.

Carbon footprint

43%

Our carbon footprint for this year is 3,793 tonnes of CO2e. When normalised it is 36.32 tonnes of CO2e per million turnover.
This represents 7% reduction in total carbon emissions on last year and 43% reduction since 2014/15.

Flood defences

• We were recognised for reducing our
contribution to climate change through the
Certified Emissions Management and
Reduction Scheme (CEMARS) – the
world’s leading greenhouse gas certification
programme. Our carbon footprint is
calculated in accordance with ISO140641:2006. We have prepared a carbon
reduction plan and undergo external audits.

We provide flood risk assessments to inform our client’s
investment plan for flood defence projects. The flood risk
assessment is a review of vulnerable assets at substations and the
existing water drainage system, as well as a topographical survey of
the site. If the site is considered ‘at risk’, suitable recommendations
are made, for example adapting existing structures to be more
flood resilient, or the construction of a perimeter flood defence.

• We were awarded a Green Apple 		
Environment Award at a ceremony at the
Houses of Parliament for our environmental
improvements. We were also a finalist at the
Edie Sustainability Leaders Awards 2018.

100%

of all electricity purchased to power our buildings is from
renewable sources, supporting our carbon reduction target.

• We won Fleet of the Year up to 1,000
vehicles at the Fleet Awards in 2017 and
2018 for our commitment to ensuring
that our fleet is run as safely and efficiently
as possible.

97.8%

of all waste was recycled or sent for energy recovery in 2017/18.
We were a runner-up at the Sustainability and Resource Awards
organised by the Chartered Institute of Wastes Management.

20%

reduction in vehicle idling hours,
representing £16,000 savings in
fuel cost in 2017/18
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We are committed to treating land responsibly. We ensure that our actions reduce the
degradation of natural habitats, and we protect all flora and fauna on the land where we carry
out work. We also help our clients control and eradicate invasive species.

Habitat creation

Our long-standing client, EDF Energy, provided us with
an opportunity to improve the habitat of rare reptile
species across their sites. In 2016, an ambitious project
was launched to develop 40 hectares of habitat at
Sizewell, one of the largest reptile habitats in the UK
and home to protected species such as adder, common
lizard and natterjack toad. We re-seeded the land with
heathland and grassland mixes, planted 2,100 native
shrubs and used 400 tonnes of timber from the site
to create over 2,500 square metres of hibernacula –
some up to 250m long. This provides a suitable habitat
for the existing rare species and protects against future
building work.

Invasive species
We treat invasive plants across the entire UK Power
Networks estate which involves 145 sites where
Japanese knotweed is present. We conduct annual
inspections and work with landowners to resolve
the spread of knotweed. We have applied to join the
Property Care Association (PCA) and employ suitably
qualified surveyors.
Our expertise in this area is occasionally called upon
to correct mistakes made by contractors, an example
being the case at Coldfall Wood in 2015. The original
contractor inadvertently removed soil contaminated
with Japanese knotweed and spread it around
adjacent woodland owned by the local authority.
UKPN approached us to devise a plan to rectify this.
We moved the contaminated soil to a compound
for treatment. Our effective approach has led to a
reduction in outbreaks in the area.
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We are committed to the development of strong partnerships that will enhance our
sustainability ambitions and reduce the environmental impact associated with our
industry.

Project appeal
In partnership with the Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) scheme, we obtained funding
worth £330,000 to conduct collaborative research and trials to find an alternative to creosote.
Creosote is the pre-treatment preservative of choice for overhead line wooden poles in the UK.
It gives poles a service life of 45-55 years. There are in excess of 11 million utility (electricity and
telecommunications) poles in the UK. Due to its carcinogenic nature, creosote for amateur use was
banned in the UK in 2003 and further revisions are planned for 2018.
We approached the Energy Innovation Council with a proposal to research alternatives to creosote.
It was approved and received backing from partners including SPEN (project leader), NPG, SSE and
UKPN. As a result of these partnerships, we are now conducting further research and an on-site
trial.
The alternative product was applied to a number of poles placed in a special chamber in a
purpose-built fungal cellular facility at Bridgwater in Somerset. Within the chamber, poles are
exposed to artificial rainfall and soil fungi to assess the decay process - one year in the chamber is
equivalent to 10 years in the field. The trial will finish in January 2022. The facility may remain so that
further preservative studies can be undertaken on behalf of partners without the need of expensive
set-up costs. We are excited to be leading this collaborative and innovative research that will have
extensive benefits for the industry as well as the environment.

How Freedom Group will continue to support the goals
(our 2018/19 targets against 2017/18 baseline)

2.5%

reduce CO2e per million of
turnover by 2.5%

0

achieve zero municipal
waste to landfill

15%

reduction in utility strikes (at fault)

2%

reduce vehicle idling per
thousand miles by 2%

2%

reduce electricity
usage by 2%

0
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offer 8 apprentices courses

achieve zero AFR and 0.03 LTIFR.
Our absolute aim remains to
achieve zero harm

encourage applicants from
ex-military and attend
2 forces recruitment
roadshows

identify a partner and agree a
programme to increase awareness
of mental health issues

We are developing targets to measure our contribution to Goals 9 and 15.
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